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Who We Are

In a rapidly developing country such as 
the UAE, the manufacturing industry 
has advanced like never before.

Countless buildings are on the rise each 
year and the growth opportunities have 
been numerous which has significantly 
increased industry standards across the 
region. Identifying this as an opportunity, 
Universal Glass & Aluminium decid-
ed to venture in the growing need for 
superior manufacturing material. 

Established as one of the largest 
glass processing facilities in the UAE, 
our company has been moulded on a 
set of strict international standards 
and guidelines which has enabled us 
to uniquely position ourselves in the 
market. Through our comprehensive 
range of services, we are able to pro-
vide exceptional capabilities in design, 
manufacturing and distribution as well 
as an unrivalled range of glass and 
aluminium products in the GCC and 
greater Middle East region.

With extensive industry experience, we 
are well-positioned to provide the high-
est quality and most innovative glass 
products and services in the market 
today. Our continued focus on great 
customer-service is backed by indus-
try-leading technical expertise and 
an ongoing investment in our people, 
products and the latest technology.
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Organisational Chart
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We specialise in the manufacturing of frameless, insulated, 
safety and spandrel glass. 
A range of processing techniques from cutting and edging to 
sandblasting and custom fabrication are also available at our 
facility. 

 
Our services include:

Frameless worktops, shop fronts and shower-screens

Standard and high performance insulated glass units 

Tempered safety glass, doors, canopies and balconies

Spandrel panels, partitions and decorative wall cladding

Creating & Delivering  
Exceptional Glass  
Solutions 



PROJECT NAME CUSTOMER SQM VALUE LOCATION 

AGC Hotel Project Al Taj Aluminium & Glass Co. L.L.C 2,200 297,000 Ras Al Khaimah 2009-2010

AGC Fujeirah Project Al Taj Aluminium & Glass Co. L.L.C 2,000 250,000 Fujairah 2009-2010

Mangrove Place Al Mimari Industrial Co. L.L.C 8,000 1,000,000 Abu Dhabi 2009-2010

RAK Ceramic Office Al Hamra Aluminium & Glass Ind 1,000 127,000 Ras Al Khaimah 2010

Skycourts Tower Union Industries L.L.C 2,000 260,000 Dubai 2010

Motor City Silver Zebian Aluminium & Glass Industries L.L.C 3,000 480,000 Dubai 2010

Acacia Hotel Al Hamra Aluminium & Glass Ind 1,200 132,000 Ras Al Khaimah 2010

George Mason University Al Hamra Aluminium & Glass Ind 2,200 259,600 Dubai 2010

Abu Dhabi Islamic Bank  Becon Aluminium L.L.C 2,400 288,000 Ras Al Khaimah 2010

Kahraman Yakout Al Hamra Aluminium & Glass Ind 3,000 384,000 Ras Al Khaimah 2010

Jasaf Becon Aluminium L.L.C 2,000 246,000 Sharjah 2011

Al Etihad Tower Becon Aluminium L.L.C 3,000 450,000 Ajman 2011

Clover Tower Sykon 2,000 308,000 Dubai 2011

Mall in Riyad Rataal Aluminium & Steel Factory   6,000 864,000 Saudi Arabia 2011

Al Ghurair Commercial Building Al Ghurair Construction & Aluminium 9,000 1,395,000 Dubai 2011-2012

La Casa Tower Al Ghurair Construction & Aluminium 8,000 1,216,000 Dubai 2012

Al Wazzan Tower Becon Aluminium L.L.C 8,000 1,232,000 Dubai 2012

Jumeirah Villa Al Mimari Industrial Co. L.L.C 12,000 1,320,000 Dubai 2012-2013

Emaar Panorama Apartments Samco LTD 10,000 1,584,675 Dubai 2014

90 Villas FujSeng Construction L.L.C 5,500 720,000 Dubai 2014

Baghdad Mall Reflection Windoor 8,130 2,077,950 Iraq 2014

Al Ghadeer Village Reflection Windoor 47,574 504,392 Iraq 2014

Ali Malik Villa Easy Safetly 1,800 496,800 Pakistan 2014

Bahria Tower Easy Safetly 4,000 540,000 Pakistan 2014

Our Projects

Clockwise:

Al Wazzan Tower, Al Etihad 
Tower, Baghdad Mall, Abu 
Dhabi Islamic Bank.
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Product Range

Frameless Glass
For those of you who want to view the 
world without constraint, we create 
striking frameless glass that lends a 
clean and modern look to any room. 
Whether it is an entry door or a shower 
enclosure, we will use advanced tech-
nology, materials and fittings to ensure 
the frameless glass system is master 
crafted with clean lines and a superb 
finish. 

Insulated Glass
We use a variety of glass thicknesses, 
tints, spacers and bars to build a fin-
ished product according to your needs 
and surrounding style. All our products 
are double-sealed with a high-grade 
silicone to limit degradation from UV 
light and protect your internal setting 
from moisture. If required, we can also 
fill insulated glass with argon gas to 
aid in temperature and sound control. 
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Safety Glass
Heat-treated glass, also known as safety glass, is processed 
through a tempering oven to increase its strength which 
helps improve impact resistance, mechanical loads and 
thermal stress. Additionally, safety glass withholds up to 
four times the strength of regular glass and will shatter into 
small pieces if broken. Depending on your requirements, 
we offer two distinct products, heat-strengthened and fully 
tempered glass.

Spandrel Glass
Spandrel glass is created using a sandblasting, ceramic frit 
or back paint technology. The opaque glass is usually used to 
conceal areas from direct view by covering building mate-
rials such as pipes and wires. In addition to being entirely 
durable, spandrel glass can also be used to enhance the 
aesthetics of a room or building.



Processing Services

Cutting
Cutting the glass to fit your specifications is the first step in 
fulfilling your order. We use an automated, precision-cutting 
machine to ensure we attain the right shape and minimise 
waste. Our largest sheets measure 6Mx3.21M and can be cut 
into standard or custom shapes.

Edging
Depending on your needs and requirements, we can provide 
you with different edging glass solutions. We can also create 
clean cut edges, seamed edges, flat ground edges, flat  
polished edges, mitred edges, and even decorative edges.  

Heat Treatment
The process of producing tempered glass involves heating 
annealed glass till it softens and then quickly cooling it. 
Known as heat treatment, this procedure strengthens glass 
instantly, making it up to four times more durable than 
normal glass. Tempered glass is often referred to as safety 
glass due to its minimal risk of injury during breakage.
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Processing Facilities
Through the use of computerised 
equipment, we are able to process 
glass that meets your precise require-
ments. During the fabrication process, 
holes, notches, cut-outs and polishing 
are all executed with minimal interrup-
tion to ensure that the final product is 
an exact match to your template. 

Glazing
Depending on the insulation properties 
required for your glass, we will use all 
available techniques such as laminat-
ing, tinting, coating, spacers, plugs and 
gas, to ensure that the glass works to 
its full thermal potential.  

Sandblasted
Sandblasting is extremely versatile and 
allows you to personalise your glass, 
so if you are after a logo on a confer-
ence room door or shading on a show-
er door, sandblasting is the solution for 
you. We offer complete sandblasting 
solutions including style recommen-
dations, designing, and protective seal 
preparations.



Machinery

To further cement our continuous 
commitment to quality and efficiency, 
we source our machinery from leading 
and globally trusted glass processing 
equipment manufacturers in Europe 
including Glaston, Lisec for cutting & 
DG, Bentler for washing, Uniglass for 
tempering and Beveloni for processing.  

From cutting and tempering to dou-
ble glazing and insulation, Universal 
Glass & Aluminium provides endless 
solutions to best meet your processed 
glass needs. With the use of premium 
equipment and machinery, we are able 
to offer you with the highest standard 
of quality and efficiency.
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LISEC – Glass Cutting Line, Type ASL 60/30

Technical Specifications:

Maximum glass size – 6000x3250mm (jumbo sheet)

Glass thickness – 3-19mm

Cutting tolerance +/- 0.4mm

Width of trim cuts can be selected at control console, minimum width 10mm

UNIGLASS – UNICHARGE Heating System

Features:

Recipe library with quick access for flexible production

Patented dynamic load pattern recognition

Glass temperature monitoring system

Dynamic top/bottom heater balance control

Focused matrix heating

All conveyer drives with AC motors and step-less inverter controls

Independent top/bottom blowing distance adjustment in quench

Blower units for tempering glass 3.8-12mm (ANSI, EN)



LISEC – Vertical Insulation Glass Production Line, 

Type LV 35/25 HLP

Technical Specifications:

Maximum glass size – 3500x2500mm

Minimum glass size – 350x180mm

Unit thickness – 12-52mm

Vertical transportation height – 520mm, +/-20mm

Glass inclination – 6 degrees

LISEC type BSV 30

Semi-automatic plant for production of endless and bent 

space frames by a vertical bending machine, plugged  

profile connection. 

 

Technical Specifications:

Length of bending table – 4500mm (5200mm)

Height of support wall – 2500mm

Depth of bending table – 1800mm

Working height – 900mm

Overall height – 2800mm
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Features:

1 spray section upper and lower

3 cylindrical brush washing  
sections (0,15mm bristles)

3 tanks with pumps and heaters

Standard water circulation:  
cascade system

2 pairs of air knives

Fan with noise insulation

Automatic throttle valve

Air filters EU 5

Glass thickness adjustment driven 
by a motor, via operator panels

Frequency controlled conveyor drive

1 blower platform

Pneumatic lifting system for upper 
and lower brushes

1m in-feed conveyor connecting with 
the washer drive

1m exit conveyor connecting with the 
washer drive

Lighting for the exit conveyor

Technical specifications:

Max width of glass – 2500mm

Min width of glass on the 
reference line – 175mm

Min length of glass on the 
reference line – 350mm

Glass thickness – 1.5-19mm

Noise rating 1m free field – 
80 + 2dB (A)

Reference line – on right side

Conveyor speed – 3-13m min

Benteler – Horizontal Flat Glass Washing Machine Type tecWasher 25/3
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Glaston – VT1250 AUT. – CODE 208502

 
The VT 1250A is a user-friendly and particularly strong drill-
ing machine with a double head and an automatic lifting and 
drilling function. The upper drill can be adjusted to a manual 
function by means of a lever. 
 

Technical Specifications:

Maximum drillable thickness with both drills – 3-25mm

Maximum drillable thickness with one drill – 50mm

Minimum glass size – 100x100m

Hole diameter with both drills – 4-130mm

Maximum diameter with one drill – 220mm

Speed – 390-5250rpm

Installed power – 3.5kW

Machine length – 2100mm

Machine width – 1000mm

Machine height – 2000mm

Weight – 1000kg



Glaston – GEMY/9-C – Code 1209

Automatic vertical straight-line machine with 9 cup wheels 
makes flat edges whilst the one cylinder wheel processes 

glass sheet corner cutting. 

 

Technical Specifications:

Workable thickness – 3-40mm

Minimum workable height – 55mm

Installed power – 21kW

Minimum pressure of compressed air – 6 bars

Maximum consumption of compressed air – 25Nlt/min

Length – 7800mm

Width – 1700mm

Height – 2300mm

Weight – 3330kg

Working speed – 0.5-5m/min

Water tank capacity – 720I
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Glaston – MAX/80-CNS – Code 0203803400

 
Designed to meet high productivity and quality requirements, the MAX 80 CNS  
is an automatic bevelling machine with 12 cup wheels.

 

Technical Specifications:

Workable thickness – 3-25mm

Minimum workable height (strips) – 35mm

Minimum workable dimensions – 40x40mm

Maximum bevel width – 60mm

Bevel inclination – 3°-45°

Installed power – 35kW

Minimum pressure of compressed air – 8 bars

Maximum consumption of compressed air – 25Nlt/min

Length – 8400mm

Width – 1700mm

Height – 2300mm

Weight – 5300kg

Working speed 0.5-4.1m/min



Glaston – SB/10 – Code – 101101

The SB10, a horizontal bevelling and edging machine is used for customising 
shapes from small, medium and large glass pieces. 

Technical Specifications:

Workable thickness – 3-40mm

Minimum and maximum working sizes for bevelling – 230-2100mm

Minimum and maximum working sizes for edging – 100-2100mm

Minimum workable size for non-continuous operation – 100mm

Maximum bevel width – 40 mm

Maximum pressure of compressed air – 8 bars

Maximum consumption of compressed air – 25Nlt/min

Inclination of bevel – 0°-45°

Installed power – 2.3kW

Overall radius – 1600mm

Base sizes – 1000x1000mm

Maximum height – 2000mm

Weight – 600kg
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Ashton – UNIX Airflow 

Features:

Heavy duty design based on the world renowned UNIXTM 

wet seamer/arrissers

Main bearings, drives and tensioners are mounted  

outside the 500kg machine chassis and away from  

abrasive glass powder

Designed for 24/7 reliability, even in the harshest  

operating environments

Maximum throat enclosure for efficient dust containment

A clear front visor ensures full operator safety combined 

with complete visibility

Back-rollers close to the point of grind to minimise  

belt twist

Very high volume 1200 m3/h air flow into the machine 

throat and out of the rear panel, ensures maximum dust 

retention. Filter efficiency >99.9% extractor < 70 dB(A)



Safety and 
Sustainability

To further cement our continuous 
commitment to quality and efficiency, 
we source our machinery from leading 
and globally trusted glass processing 
equipment manufacturers in Europe 
including Glaston, Lisec for cutting & 
DG, Bentler for washing, Uniglass for 
tempering and Beveloni for processing.  

From cutting and tempering to dou-
ble glazing and insulation, Universal 
Glass & Aluminium provides endless 
solutions to best meet your processed 
glass needs. With the use of premium 
equipment and machinery, we are able 
to offer you with the highest standard of 
quality and efficiency.
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Sustainability 
Glass plays a key role in reducing greenhouse gas radition 
and moderates the effects on climate change through a 
range of energy conservation practices and techniques. 

By working safely and ethically, UNIGA aims at becoming the 
global leader in advanced glass and glazing solutions in the 
Middle East.  

Green Initiative 

As an industrial enterprise whose activities and process-
es pose potential risk, UNIGA is conscious of the need to 
safeguard the environment and protect both employees and 
residents living in surrounding communities from safety and 
health hazards. 

Moreover, UNIGA’s commitment to environmental protection 
and sustainability is further reflected in the declaration of 
product practicability in sustainable building practices. This 
is defined by the US Green Building Council’s Leadership in 
Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) rating system and 
the Deutsche Gesellschaft für Nachhaltiges Bauen (DGNB, 
the German Sustainable Building Council).

Think Safety
Our policy is based on the principle that all accidents are preventable.  
With respect to this belief we are keen on implementing and continuously  
improving Health & Safety initiatives across our entire organisation. 

Through past experiences, we have derived a list of rules and precautions to  
help us better cope with unforeseeable circumstances whilst ensuring the  
health, safety and welfare of all our personnel and visitors. Our dedicated  
health and safety team is tasked with:

Identifying all potential hazards and determining risk levels 

Providing employees with information and training to ensure self-responsibility 

Establishing and maintaining a reporting system that effectively documents 

mechanical failures 

Supplying employees with necessary tools to reduce hazards and risks such as 

uniforms and disaster recovery items

Auditing and reviewing health and safety policies and procedures to guarantee 

they stay current, effective and useful 

UNIGA complies with all governing safety standards and regulations whilst 

utilising ‘best industry’ safe work practices and standards. At our organisation, 

we are also bound by, and follow the Federal and Municipal standards and laws 

of the UAE.



Our Policy  
& Procedures

Our policy is to ensure that all our 
customers’ needs and expectations 
are met. We do this by monitoring the 
quality and precision used in premium 
glass and aluminium manufacturing. 
Moreover, we have a high level of  
quality control wherein a dedicated 
structure allows us to produce  
unparalleled glass products day-in  
and day-out. 

To further improve the company’s 
standards and growth potential, each 
of our team members is provided with 
continuous training and educational 
sessions. Additionally, all our equipment 
is regularly inspected and maintained to 
avoid manufacturing errors and defects.
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Delivery  
Service

At UNIGA, we use our own fleet of 
trucks for deliveries as we know how 
fragile glass is and value the impor-
tance of getting it to you all in one 
piece. Our logistics carry out daily  
delivers to our local customers and a 
delivery schedule of one to three times 
a week is set in place to meet the 
needs of clients across the UAE. 



Certification

UNIGA is certified as an approved processor by top glass manufacturers such  
as Emirates Glass, Guardian RAK, Sika and is an ISO Certified Company.  
Our international quality standard certifications include:

Certified Processor of Emicool Post Temperable Glass Products

Emicool Sun - Multifunctional Low-E Glass

Emicool E-Lite Series

Emicool Classic - Solar Control Glass

Certified for SunGuard Products

Silver 35, Royal Blue 40, Neutral 40, Neutral Plus 50, Neutral 60, 

ClimaGuard Neutral 70

Green 35, Aquamarine 40, Green 40, Green 50, Green 60, ClimaGuard Green 70

Silver 20, Royal Blue 20, Silver Grey 32, Neutral 34, Light Blue 52

Green 20, Aquamarine 20, Green 32, Green 43, Green 52

ISO Certifications

IAA Accreditation

ISO 9001 Registered / IMS Certification

ISO 8001:2008 Quality Management Systems

Approved Applicator for Sika-Products
Engineering Silicones for Facade Applications

Qualified Glass Processor for SYP Post Temperable Products
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Universal Glass and Aluminium LLC 

A PO Box 34579, RAK, UAE
T +971 7 258 9494  
 +971 7 221 6170
F +971 7 258 9111
E info@uniga.ae
www.uniga.ae


